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13 August
Japanese stocks rose, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average rising the 
first time in three days, as minutes from the Bank of Japan showed 
policymakers weren’t ruling out any options to boost the economy 
and on expectations U.S. retail sales rose in July.

China’s economy will slow “considerably,” said Marc Faber, the 
publisher of the Gloom Boom & Doom report, who is buying European 
stocks.

China’s stocks fell, sending the benchmark index lower for a third 
day, on concern the nation’s slowing economy is hurting corporate 
earnings.

Cosan SA Industria & Comercio, co- owner of the world’s biggest 
sugar-cane processor, is forecast by analysts to extend a rally after 
expanding its fuel- distribution network to cushion earnings from food-
price swings.

14 August
The dollar was 0.2 percent from an almost one-month high against the 
yen before data today that may add to signs of economic recovery 
in the U.S., curbing chances for expanded monetary easing from the 
Federal Reserve.

The Australian and New Zealand dollars stayed lower amid speculation 
U.S. data will weaken the case for the Federal Reserve to expand 
monetary stimulus.

BP Plc is seeking as much as $7.9 billion before tax payments for a 
group of Gulf of Mexico oilfields as it unloads assets following its 2010 
spill in the region, two people with knowledge of the matter said.

Japanese and Australian stock futures gained after U.S. retail sales and 
German gross domestic product rose more than forecast, boosting 
the outlook for Asian exporters.

15 August
Oil traded near the highest close since May after U.S. stockpiles 
dropped to the lowest in four months and China signaled it may take 
more steps to boost growth in the world’s second-biggest economy.

The yen slid versus all its major counterparts as Asian stocks rose and 
the extra yield investors receive from U.S. securities climbed to the 
most in more than six weeks, damping the allure of Japan’s currency.
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Hong Kong stocks climbed, with the Hang Seng Index trading near 
a three-month high, after Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao said slowing 
inflation is giving more room for using monetary policy to support 
growth.

Asian stocks rose, with the region’s benchmark index poised to erase 
yesterday’s decline, as Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao said easing 
inflation is giving more room to adjust monetary policy in the world’s 
second-largest economy.

16 August
Several protesters were killed and others injured as police said they 
fired on striking miners near Lonmin Plc’s Marikana platinum mine in 
South Africa yesterday as violence at the mine escalated.

Japanese stocks rose for a second day after U.S. building permits 
reached a four-year high and German Chancellor Angela Merkel 
reiterated her commitment to working with the European Central 
Bank.

China’s stocks swung between gains and losses as concerns earnings 
growth will slow overshadowed improved prospects for global trade.

Treasuries rose, interrupting a four-week rout, after a technical indicator 
showed yields have climbed to levels that may increase demand.

17 August
Japanese stocks gained a third day after consumer confidence and 
leading economic indicators in the U.S. topped estimates, and the 
yen traded near its lowest against the dollar in a month, boosting 
exporters’ outlook.

China’s stocks fell, dragging the benchmark index down to the lowest 
level since March 2009, on concern the government will tighten 
property curbs after real- estate prices rose in the largest number of 
cities in 14 months.

Oil rose for a fifth day in New York on signs of a strengthening U.S. 
economy and speculation that higher Saudi Arabian crude production 
indicates increasing demand for fuel.

Asian stocks swung between gains and losses as rising house prices 
in China sparked concern the nation will tighten property curbs, 
offsetting optimism for the global economy after U.S. consumer 
confidence topped estimates.


